Practice Beef Breed Contest

Steven M. Jones
Associate Professor - Livestock
Identify...

Santa Gertrudis

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Texas Longhorn

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

At the center of the image is a black Angus cow standing on a field. The cow is facing the left side of the image. Below the image, it is mentioned that the photo is from an unknown source.

The text at the bottom of the image reads: "Angus".
Identify...

Originated in England
Medium to Large Breed
Black with White Belt
Hair is Curly and Longer

Are also known as...
“Belties”
“Oreo Cookies”

Belted Galloway
Identify...

Originated in Bavaria
Polled Developed in US
Red in Color
Longer Haired
Fertile & Calving Ease
Good Calf Growth Rate

Gelbvieh
Identify...

Brangus

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Red Angus

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Charolais

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Brahman
Identify...

Photo: Unknown Source

Pinzgauer
Identify...

Originated in Texas, USA
Short Hair of Any Color
Can be Polled or Horned
Developed on Six Tenets
  Weight               Conformation
  Fertility            Milking Ability
  Hardiness            Disposition

Beefmaster
Identify...

[Image of a Hereford cow]

Photo: Unknown Source

Hereford
Identify...

Photo: Unknown Source

Maine Anjou
Identify...

Polled Hereford

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Belted Galloway

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Photo: Unknown Source

Limousin
Identify...

Brahman

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Gelbvieh

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in USA
First Office in Sheridan, WY
Longer Hair, Color is Red
Are Naturally Polled
Not Large-Frame Cattle
High Carcass Quality

Red Angus
Identify...

Beefmaster

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in France
Longer Hair, Color is White
Horned or Polled
Large Framed Cattle
Heavier & Thicker Breed

Charolais
Identify...

Chianina

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in Southeast US
Parent Breeds from India
Intermediate-Sized Cattle
Disposition is Questionable
Very Thrifty and Hardy
Short Hair & Sweat Freely
Horns, Curve Up & Back

Brahman
Identify...

Hereford

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Texas Longhorn

Photo: Oklahoma State University
Identify...

Charolais

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Maine Anjou

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in England
Longer Hair, Red & White
Horns, Curve Forward
Not Large-Frame Cattle
Good Yield Grade

Hereford
Identify...

Belted Galloway
Identify...

Photo: Unknown Source

Polled Hereford
Identify...

Originated in England
Longer Hair
The color varies, but tends to be red-yellowish roan
Medium to Large Frame
Good Milkers

Shorthorn
Identify...

Brahman

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Beefmaster

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in Iowa, USA
Longer Hair, Red & White
Polled (per breed name)
Not Large-Frame Cattle
Good Yield Grade

Polled Hereford
Identify...

Photo: Unknown Source

Limousin
Identify...

Chianina

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in Switzerland
Longer Hair
Red to Yellow, with White
Large to Very Large Cattle
Rapid Growth
Good Milkers

Simmental
Identify...

Angus

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Shorthorn

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Red Angus

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

- Originated in Italy
- Very Large Breed
- Considerable Leg Length
- Heavy Muscling
- White to Grayish in Color
- Black Points & Nose

Chianina
Identify...

Gelbvieh

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Photo: Unknown Source

Polled Hereford
Identify...

Originated in France

Longer Hair, Red to Golden
(sometimes/seldom black)

Medium to Large Frame

Meat Animal, in France it is still known/referred to as the “butcher’s animal”

Limousin
Identify...

Santa Gertrudis

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Maine Anjou

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Brangus

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in France
Red-Dark Red, with White
White, Back Legs & Belly
White, may be elsewhere
Large to Very Large Cattle
Rapid Growth
Good Milkers

Maine Anjou
Identify...

Beefmaster

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Pinzgauer

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in Texas, USA
Cross of Angus & Shorthorn
Short Hair, Color is Red
Horns, Curve Down & Back
Adaptable to Heat/Humidity
Hardy & Good Mothers

Santa Gertrudis
Identify...

Angus

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Photo: Unknown Source

Hereford
Identify...

Pinzgauer

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Red Angus

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

- Originated in Texas, USA
- Naturally Developed
- Short Hair, Color is varied
- Horns, Curve Way Out & Up
- Very Hardy & Thrifty
- Very Fertile

Texas Longhorn
Identify...

Brangus

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Shorthorn

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in Bavaria
Longer Hair
Color is Red & White
White on Back & Tail
Are Polled or Horned
Moderately Sized Cattle

Pinzgauer
Identify...

Limousin

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify... Charolais

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Santa Gertrudis

Photo: Oklahoma State University
Identify... Chianina

Photo: Dr. Robert Kropp
Identify...

Originated in Southern USA
Cross of Angus & Brahman
Short Hair, Color is Black
Adaptable to Heat/Humidity
Hardy & Good Mothers

Brangus
Identify...

Shorthorn

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Simmental

Photo: Unknown Source
Identify...

Originated in Scotland
Longer Hair, Color is Black
Are Naturally Polled
Not Large-Frame Cattle
High Carcass Quality

Angus
Identify...

Belted Galloway
Identify...

Gelbvieh

Photo: American Gelbvieh Association
Identify...

Texas Longhorn

Photo: Unknown Source